
Eeny, Meeny, Miny, Moe

Kodak Black

(Greedy Money)
Ayy, I don't even, like, like
I don't even be on all that double cup shit no more (Dubba-AA flexin')
I'm too rich for that
I drink out the bottle
(This is the sound)

Used to two cup, then I roll up, bust a blunt, I stuff 'em both
I don't do cups, I'm a millionaire, no double cups no more
Plus my girls ain't stuck up now, I get like any out a ho
I remember I ain't have shit, now I got eeny-miny-moe
I want eeny-miny-moe
Either Porsche, either or
He's a whore, the guy's a girl
Here's your whore, mine and yours
Money pilin' off the floor
Diamonds galore, I'll be yours
I could find a wife right now, just pick a bride and I'll be yours

I swear you could open up a business, mine and yours
I swear you could start yourself a business finding yours
My lil' bitch from Carol City, popping fraud, that's how I get it
Don't pour codeine in my soda, get it raw, that's nothin' silly
I like it raw, that's how I sip it
When I'm fucking, I go raw when I be in it
I was in the projects, nigga, I was eating lilly dillies
That was the last straw, nigga, I swear you ain't fucking with me
She wanted to be my main, I just took that bitch to Piggly Wiggly
I'll kidnap, but I don't play with children, ayy
That a stolo or a loaner, is it rented?
In a white Audi, call it mayo when I whip it, ayy

Used to two cup, then I roll up, bust a blunt, I stuff 'em both

I don't do cups, I'm a millionaire, no double cups no more
Plus my girls ain't stuck up now, I get like any out a ho
I remember I ain't have shit, now I got eeny-miny-moe
I want eeny-miny-moe
Either Porsche, either or
He's a whore, the guy's a girl
Here's your whore, mine and yours
Money pilin' off the floor
Diamonds galore, I'll be yours
I could find a wife right now, just pick a bride and I'll be yours

A hundred ain't enough, I'm 1k with it, uh
Kodak Bop, I don't K-Wang Wit It
Smelled her in that pussy, Red Lobster there, then I hang in it
I brought my whole gang in the building, you niggas can't hang with me
I got on all my chains on, I'm takin' it with to the grave with me
This big old Cuban link don't pop, I might get off the chain with it
I throw my set up, pull my gun out, then get in the paint with it
I'm a Sniper, biker, pop a wheely
Giggity giggity, jiggas got me jigging, I'm in here steady geekin'
I'll plug a nigga up, that glizzy came with extended clip
That glizzy came with extended
I'm a pro with this shit, I keep the tool like an engineer



Used to two cup, then I roll up, bust a blunt, I stuff 'em both
I don't do cups, I'm a millionaire, no double cups no more
Plus my girls ain't stuck up now, I get like any out a ho
I remember I ain't have shit, now I got eeny-miny-moe
I want eeny-miny-moe
Either Porsche, either or
He's a whore, the guy's a girl
Here's your whore, mine and yours
Money pilin' off the floor
Diamonds galore, I'll be yours
I could find a wife right now, just pick a bride and I'll be yours
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